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Expensive majors crur cost thousands niore
Learning how tO
budget is essential
MONICA PANAKOS
StaffWriter

'" r

When Nora Reimbold got
into the nursing program last
April, she was ecstatic -'- that is,
until she received a letter in the
mail in mid-July. That letter listed the materials she was
required to purchase for the fall

semester.
A Stethoscope.
A $125 nurse pack.
Blo?'1. pressure cuff.
Uniform.
A month later she learned
she would also have to shovel
out $325 for nursing testing fees.
Overall, Reimbold said she
spent $1,000 in supplies. Ouch.
When it came time to pay for
everything, she received little
help from the school - other
than a suggestion to get a credit
card.

"There are scholarships most expensive, but /
I adviser who suggested that
available through the nursing after that it gets bet- /
she apply for a grant.
program, but they are very spe- ter."
By the following
cific scholar~hips and so I wasn'~
. Rhiannon
/';
semester,
able to qualify for any of them,
Sistrunk, 21,
~...~,,,· ·· f/ rf
she
she said .
.
r~. into
·,""· ,, '-...
._-i?:,:f
, All nursmg ma1ors have to similar .
_,4"· ""- "".;- ' . a-~~ /~'!I"""
cope with the expense, Reim- fmancial
'-..../" ../:>""' ...._ ...~""}.'"/./,L/" ~
bold added. "Pretty much every- woes when she
-;. ."""·
.
~ .,. :~~.; / '
one is going through the same was accepted into
~~
.,~.._4t'
thing. They all think it's really the graphic design pro""'
"'=
expensive."
. gram and was told that she
Yet the 20-year-old junior is had to buy an Apple laptop. The
hopeful. "They did say in the let- $1,679 computer did not fit into
ter that the first semester is the her budget, so she met with an

6""

r

had a $1,000 refund check in
hand.
,
Sistrunk encourages other$
with expensive majors to seek
an adviser's help. "Build a rapport with that p~son. because
they will be looking out for
grants and scholarships that
will help you along this very
expensive path."
,
/
Sistrunk anticipated the
expense because she'd already
taken graphic design classes at a
PLEASE SEE

COSTS ON A7

.e re does tuition go?
I

1O.S percent is for the athletic fee, paying for IM sports but
not George O'Leary's paycheck.

\

c
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3.S percent goes to tile transporta- ·

3 percent is slated for the.financial

tion fee, paying for the shuttles.

aid office.

~-~--.

2.S percent pays for capital
improvement, or new buildings on
campus.
NASEEM SOWTI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Knowing his schedule for the next four years
. gives Adam Sabin one less thing to worry about.

.. ~..~--~"'-'I
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Get out
in four

,

years

.Jil85 E

U Can't Finish

grads catching up
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
f'

(

6 percent is slated for the

2 percent goes to building fees,

8 percent heads to the Activity and

health fee, paying for the health
center.

which maintain buildings on campus.

Service fee, which pays for the
Student Government Association and
Student Union among other things.

t..

\

64.S percent goes to the matriculation
fee, which pays for enrollment.

The above is based on rounded numbers based upon a resident undergraduate rate, per credit hour.

Breaking it down
one fee at atime
MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer
(·

So where does all our money go, anyway?
With this semester's tuition payments long
overdue, some UCF students are questioning the
extra fees that piled up at the bottom of their
invoices.
They're concerned with paying for services
that they have no interest in - or ones they'll
never use.
Florida requires· all public universities to
charge at least.a health fee and an activity and
service fee, along with tuition. Each university's

r

KATE HOW~LL

c

Staff Writer

.
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universities for requiring them to pay activity and
service fees. They want those fees to be optional.
So far, their efforts have been unsuccessful.
Kerry Welch, the ,director of the Office of Student Involvement, said he does not agree that students should be able to opt-out of the fee. "I
would be fearful to create any disincentive - a
reason for students to not become involved,'' he
said. "I'm hoping the students will say, 'I'm paying
this fee anyway, so I'm going to be involved."'
Welch added: "I understand that some students aren't involved, but I don't think the answer
is to cut their fee-I think it's·to get them involved.
[The activity and service fee] is cheap in comparison to what you get. The benefits far outweigh
the cost." ·
The Office of Student Involvement is an extension of SGA, and therefore gets most of its funding through activity and service fees. Almost all
PLEASE SEE

FEES ON A2

Running for senate a race before it begins
Candidates time
declaring intention

(

. Board of Trustees determines the amount based
on present need.
Of the state's 11 public universities, UCF ranks
in the top third for its health fee expense and in
the bottom third for its activity and service fee.
Each semester, UCF students shell out $6.60
per credit hour for the health fee and $8.09 per
credit hour for the activity and service fee. Other
universities charge as much as $13.78 per credit
hour.
At UCF, these fees fund the Student Government Association, many on-campus events and
organizations arid student health services, including the Recreation and Wellness Center.
But not all students in Florida have to pay.
Some of Florida's private universities - which do
not fall under the state's jurisdiction - allow students to opt out of the activity and service fee,
while others don't charge the fee at all.
Students from out-of-state universities, including the University of Texas, have sued their state

Anticipation and tightly controlled
chaos set the scene in the Student Government Association's office Friday as
Senate candidates scrambled to turn in
forms before the 5 p.m. deadline.
"Many candidates wait until the last
possible moment' to declare candidacy,

said Evan Rosenberg, senate president
pro tempore and candidate for Seat 1 in
the college of Health and Public Affairs.
"It's a matter of strategy."
SGA extended its deadline to declare
candidacy from Wednesday to Friday so
that students who were away from campus helping family and friends recover
from the hurricanes could still run for a
seat.
Regardless of their situation. it seems
many students took advantage of the
eXt:ension.
Rosenberg explained that waiting to
declare which seat a potential.senator
will run for gives students a chance to

Lavin is part of a new political party
size-up their choices for competition.
_
~e incumbents usually attempt to on campus called United UCF.
hold on to the seat they have, first-time
"The purpose of United UCF is to
runners often choose to run against bring together all facets of the UCF
community so we have a student govother first-time candidates, he added.
While seat decision may be delayed ernment that represents all students'
until the last minute, a candidate's plat- voices and groups, so all Greek leaders
in student government can maintai:h. an
form is not.
"I want to make sure that the College · open line of communication with all the
of Business is strongly represented and other groups in SGA,'' Lavin said.
Lavin is a member of Phi Delta Theta
create partnerships with businesses ,
across the nation to ensure internships and expressed concerns about miscomfor all students especially those in the munications between Greeks and other
scliool of business," said Sean Lavin. an students that might diminish the repueconomics m~or and the incumbent
PLEASE SEE REPRESENT ON A7
senator for Business Seat 6.

UCF is trying to break its UCan't-Finish myth by offering
incoming freshmen a program
guaranteei,ng graduation in four
years.
'
The pilot program, Grad on
Track, t-0ok effect this fall with 59
.incoming freshmen already on
their four-year journey at UCF.
These students, who all have
declared a major, have four-year
plans tailored by their field of
study and are guaranteed seats in
all of their classes and at the 2008
commencement ceremony - as
long as they don't change thet:t
majors and make sure to complete
all courses successfully.
:·
The four-year graduation plan
is not a new idea, according to
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Rick Schell. Other schools have
implemented similar programs
over the years, however, not many
programs offer guaranteed seats in
the classes.
. "Our goal is to help the students get out [of college], get a job
and help the state of Florida grow,'~
Schell said.
·
The Grad on Track progra111
was offered to all incoming freshmen this year, with a maximum ·
capacity of 800 students. Only 59
students took up the offer. Schell
-expects this number to increase as
the program becomes better
known.
Students not participating i:q,:·
the Grad on Track program will .
also benefit from it. Starting
March 2005, UCF is planning to
make class schedules available to
all students one academic year
ahead of time, which will include
Summer 2005, Fall 2005 arid
Spring 2006.
In addition, four-year plans for
almost all majors and tracks will
be available to all students, "so
from now on students will know ·
what courses are offered for the
next four years," Schell said.
When first introducing the program last spring, President John
PLEASE SEE ALL ON A9
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Fees are essential for running the school

Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

FROM

Computers, PDAs and programs
Tech companies like Apple,
Sony, Wacom and Adobe will
be at the Technology Showcase,
starting at 10 a.m. today and
tomorrow in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom.
The vendors will show off
their products and feature giveaways, including an XBox.
Tomorrow's
showcase
includes workshops taught by
industry leaders.
'
For more information, contact Kelly Alford at 407-823-5557.

After college
Applying to graduate school
'includes talcing entrance exams,
deciding on a program and
picking a school. The Career
Resource Center is holding a
graduate school planning workshop at 11:30 am. today in the
Student Resource Center Room
185 to help students sort
through all the necessary
preparation.
For more information, call
407-823-2361.

Empowerment and independence ·
The Self Discovery Knights
are presenting coping strategies
for black women dealing with
issues of low self-esteem. Germayne Graham of the Counseling Center will host the session
at noon today in the Student
Union Key West Room 218.
For more information, call
407-823-2811.

Inspiration and technique
,' An informal Gallery Talk
with UCF art faculty artist
Larry Cooper takes place at 1
p.m. today in. the Visual Arts
Building 140A
In front of his work in the
UCF Art Faculty Exhibition,
which is showing in the Visual
Arts Gallery until Oct. 8, Cooper will discuss the-process and
technique for his large woodbloi;:k print.
For more information, call
Janet Kilbride at 407-823-3161.

Networking ventures
The UCF Student Entrepreneur Society will hold its Fall
2004 Informational Meeting at
4:30 p.m. Wednesday in the College of Business Administration
I Room 135. The society will discuss business ventures for students, networking opportunities and internship informatioIL
For more information, see
http://groups¥ahoo.com/group
/Entrepreneur_Society/

Jewish like Ben &Jerry

Al

activities coordinated by OSI.
are free to UCF students. Other
activities are offered at a discounted price.
SGA officials said that opting out of the fees would be
nearly impossible for students.
· Several on-campus organiza!ions rely on funds generated

"It's that
philosophy that
everybody
shares in the
expense and
then everybody
can share in
the benefits."

burgh, said that given the percent of the student body
choice he would opt out of the who use the Student Health
fees. "I'm on a tight budget so it Center each year. "It's like
would save money," he said. insurance: You pay car insur''I'm paying out-of-state tuitioIL ance and you may never have
Any extra money I could save an accidept, but you have to
pay it anyway, because if you
would be a bonus."
However, Iverson said he. do need it it's already there," he
understands the reason for the said.
Faust added: "You're also
fees. "I think ifs important
because [the fees] fund unrep- helping pay for -other people
resented clubs and organiza- who need it. It's that philosotions."
·
phy that everybody shares in
One of those clubs, the the expense and then everyAssociation for Information body can share in the benefits,
Technology Professionals, also if and when they need them."
This semester, the Student
recognizes the importance of
"the activity and service fee Health Center will be receiving
funds. However, members more than $6 million from the
have had trouble in the past health fee. That amount will
procuring the amount they pay for still, equipment and
need.
supplies, and will provide
Jordi Ruvalcaba, an infor- funding to builq a new health
mation technology major and . center, which breaks ground in
member of AITP, said that
AITP doesn't receive the funds
it requests even while other
clubs are granted money.
He said: "If we all have the
The health fee provides
resources available, then it's
funds
for the following servicfair. [SGA] should put more
es: Student Health Center
money in things that are neces(medical clinic providing
sary." Ruvalcaba said those
qualified physicians aJ.1.d other
necessary things include buildmedical
professionals, x-ray
ing a new computer lab, adding
service,
on-site
laboratory, full
more parking and restoring the
pharmacy); Campus Wellness
Recreation and Wellness CenCenter (free access to this
ter.
health/fitness facility); Health
The Camplis Wellness Cen~
education services (classes
ter, which used to be located ·
and workshops, REACH within the rec center building,
Responsible Education and
is funded by the health fee. It
Action for Campus Health)
offers free fitness assessment
tests and stress counseling.
Activity an~ service fee
The health fee also funds the
per university
Student Health Center.
Mary Niles, a creative writFlorida Golf Coast University
ing major and junior, has never
$9.70/credit hour
been to the Student Health
Florida
International University..
Center because she has her
$9.14/credit hour
own insurance. While she
University of Florida
agrees that funds should be
$8.26/credit hour
available for those who can't
Florida
State Universify
afford it, she disagrees over the
$7.70/credit
hour
amount.
University of South Florida
"There's so many fees to
$7.10/ credit hour
begin with and I don't use [the
University
of Central Florida
Health Center]," she said.
$8.09/credit hour
"[The Board of Trustees]
Florida Atlantic University
haven't justified to the stu$10/credit hour
dents why we're paying this
FAMU
amount, why it's so high."
$10/credit hour
Bob Faust, the director of
University of North Florida
the Student Health Center, said
$11.73/credit hour
that the health fee is necessary
for all students, not just the 50

Nation &World

a few weeks.
The new health center, to be
located west of the current
center, will be three stories
high and 48,000 square feet.
The current building measures
15,000 square feet and will be
transformed into a counseling
c'enter.
r
Faust said that the health fee
was once a flat rate, but that
President John .Hitt and the
Health Fee Committee felt that
the flat rate wasn't fair to those
who registered for only a cou, ple classes.
But some think that more
should be done. For students
like Niles, who feel that the
board should consider lowering the rate, those extra few
dollars can make a difference.
"I could sure use the extra
cash," she said.

Health and activity ·fees in Florida

-BOBFAUST
DIRECTOR, STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

··

from the activity and service .
fee. Those include the Student
Union, the recently damaged
Recreation and Wellness Center, the SGA itself and Student
Legal Services.
Evan Rosenberg, senate
president pro tempore, said
that Florida's universities are
some of the most liberal in the
country for allocating funds to
its students. Each university's
student government controls
the activity and service fees.one of only four states that
allow students that much
power over spending.
He added that most students are unaware that much
of what they do on campus
comes from the fee. "Regardless of whether they're
involved or not, students use
the bus system supported by
the activity and service fee," he '
said. "They co;me to the Union
and eat. Whether they're
active, they are still using funds
from the activity and service
fee."
Still, some students claim
that the fee is too expensive.
Darian Iverson, a physical
education major from Pitts-

University of West Florida
$8.75/credit hour

New'College of Florida
$13.78/creµit hour
UCF ranks ninth highest
out of 11 schools for expense
of activity and service fee.

Health fee per university
Florida Golf Coast University
Flor.ida International University
'$54/semester

U11iversity of Florida
$7.92/credit hour

Florida State University
$7.35/credit hour

!

$6.84/credit hour

University of Central Florida
$6.60/credit hour

Florida Atlantic University
$5/credit hour
FAMU $59/semester

University of North Florida
$5.07/credit hour

University ofWest Florida
$3.19/credit hour

New College of Florida
$3.79/credit hour
UCF ranks fourth highest
out of 11 Florida schools for
expense of health fee.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

NEW YORK - With
questions sw.irlin!i . ar9und
documents us~d bffCB~in a
, sto}:y about J.."tesi4fPt:. Bush's
National Guard semce;'f\fatt
Sheffield's
Web
E ite,
http://www.ratherbiased..co
m, crashed because of all the
'"i
visitors.
.
CBS acknowledged ques1 tions about memos µ hat
impugned Bush's mil~Fary
record - after partis~ qews
outlets aggre~~ively ;'.challenged CBS' sources a\lead of
traditional news organizations.
That attests to the 'influence of these news watchdogs, who have likely fed a
growing suspicion of mainstream media and, some
argue, made some jo~sts
gun-shy.
.f
Bloggers began buzzing
about the documents within
hours of Dan Rather's Sept. 8
"60 Minutes" story. It's
believed that thjj' first news
story was poste,4 about midday Sept.. 9 by the Cybercast
News Service, formerly the
Conservative News Service,
and was quickly picked up by
the Drudge Report.

"

;'

WHEELING, WYa. Hunc:h;eds of people evacuated their homes Sunday in
parts of Ohio, West Virginia
and ·-Pennsylvania as rivers
and small streams were
swollen beyond their banks
'by the torrential rain dumped
1-0y remnants of Hurricane
'IvaIL
The Ohio River inundated
parts of Wheeling and other
West Virginia river towns, as
well as communities on
Ohio's shore, and the
Delaware River flooded parts
of New Jersey 'and eastern
Pennsylvania ·
rn addition to flooding,
more than 1.2 million homes
and businesses were still
without electricity early Sunday from Florida to Pennsylvania because oflvaIL

Chicago schools could scrap race
preferences at elite schools' .

Police Beat

Underage and utlder the influence
,~
~
~

CHICAGO - Race-based
admission policies at Chicago's magnet schools may be
eliminated if the district's 24year-old desegregation court
order is lifted in 2006, officials said.
Arne Duncan, chief executive of the Chicago school
system, said Friday the district's 50 magnet and other
selective-enrollment schools
have been successful. in
implementing racial diversity
but the time has come to
review racial preferences.
Chicago is the nation's
third-largest school district
with 431,000 students. For the
past 24 years, 1 the public
school system has had a voluntary agreement with the
federal government to integrate its schools.

"[he] could make sure for ecstasy. The girl was taken "a white wrist band with yelthat she did not have a to the Juvenile Assessment low polka dots on her right
wrist," according to the report.
weapon in it," his Center in Orlando.
Hampton told Punter that she
A 17-year-old girl was ''fi/ 1w1~. I report said. He then
arresteQ. at Pegasus Pointe ". r ff/,,Y!jl searched both girls' Broken light leads to DUI arrest
had visited the Parliament
Apartments on Sept. 7 after · ' 1 ,,.
purses. What he found
Officer Clement Punter was House .earlier that night. She
officers charged her with ten was a multi-colored pipe and a on routine patrol on Sept. 1, in also said that she had had nothcounts of possession of ecstasy plastic bag with white pills.
his parked patrol car just north ing to drink.
.
and possession of drug para"I searched the entire vehi- of Gemini and University
But Punter said he coUld
Meet and greet
phernalia
de," his report says. He found boulevards. At about 3 am., he smell alcohol, and Hampton
The SGA will hold an event
The 17-year-old was found another pipe, a Visine bottle saw a brown four-door vehicle later admitted to drinking a
introducing the students runwith a female passenger in a "(used
after
smoking traveling south on Gemini Smirnoff Ice and a Long Island ning for SGA Senate at noon on
tan Mercury Grand Marquis cannabis)," his report con- Boulevard with its back license Iced Tea. She agreed to perWednesday in the Student ·
parked in a handicapped space eludes, and an orange and pink plate light not working.
form a sobriety test, but failed
Union Room 218B.
outside Building 29 at about pacifier "(commonly used with
When Nakia N. Hampton, it.
For more information, call
2:30 am.
[ecstasy])," the report also 23, made a left turn onto
After swaying several times,
Brent Fieser, the supervisor of
Officer Mario Jenkins said says.
Alafaya Trail from University unable to keep her balance,
elections, at 407-823-2191.
· he could smell "burnt cannabis
The 17-year-old said it all Boulevard, Punter pulled her Hampton was charged with
and alcoholic impurities" com- · belonged to her, except the bag over. She swerved her car driving under the influence.
,ing from the car. When Jenkins of white pills. She said that she quickly and ran onto the curb She was also charged with havExporters fume over Congress'
asked the' girls to show him did not know what the pills to stop, his report says.
ing an open container when a
delay
of corporate tax bill
their p icture IDs, one of the were.
Punter approached the routine search of her vehicle
WASHINGTON
- While
The girls were taken to the vehicle and asked for Hamp- produced a half-~mpty quart of
girls kept her hand in her
The Future wants to hear
purse, the report said. Jenkins UCF · Police Department, ton's driver's license. He a m ixed alcoholic beverage
from you! If you have a. club,
PLEASE SEE
told her to open the purse so where the pills tested positive noticed that she was wearing behind the driver's seat.
. NATION ON. A4
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
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CHRISTINE DELLERT

Hillel will be sponsoring a
Ben & Jerry ice cream party at
the Student Union Wackadoo's
Patio tomorrow at 8 p.m.
For more information, call
Lauren Proctor at 407-362-3317.
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muscle in unraveling CBS story
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Ivan-swollen Delaware and Ohio
rivers fore~ new evacuations

$47.50/semester

University of South Florida
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Letu5know

Heads East Hair Salot1

$1 0 Men's and . ·

Women's Hair Cuts (reg. price $13)

Also available:
·Skin Fades
·Blow Out
• Razor Shaves

•

HARRISON
AUTO REPAIR

•

10°/o OFF

•

W /STUDENT

ID OR WITH AD

CV Axles • ~ir Conditioning
Full Auto Repair • Free Inspection

•

,, "
•

(wino physical teardown)

11917 E. Colonial Dr. • (407) 282-1754

WILDLY

FUNNY!

SEPT 23 .. OC'f. 3
CALL'TODATI 407..823.1500

Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
Commons (in the Publix plaza)
Offer good with ad only

..

www.thestnwcf.edu
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A LIVE TV GAME SHOW
FILMED LIVE EVERY WEEK

·1F FEAR IS A FACTOR?
HAVE ANOTHER SHOT!
STUN GUNS!
LNE SCORPIONS!
PIGFElUSES
AND SHOTS!

SURROUND

SOUND

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBAL

THAT'S A SHOW!
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11:fJfJpm For Mo e·Information About Non·UCF Student Admission go to www.sga. ucf.~du
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JUNCA DENTAL
& ASSOCIATES

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Saudi court sentences professor
to 5 years in prison for dissent
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia A Saudi court sentenced a
. university professor to five
years in prison Sunday on
charges of sowing dissent
after he c;ompared U.S.
killings of Iraqi civilians to
Osama bin Laden's terror
attacks.
Saeed bin Mubarak alZaeer, a 57-year-old university professor, was sentenced
by the court in the capital
Riyadh. The sentencing took
place without the presence
of a lawyer representing alZaeer.
Al-Zaeer was detained by
security forces in April after
he appeared on the AlJazeera television station and
made comments comparing
the killing of civilians in terror attacks by bin Laden's alQaida group with Iraqi civilians killed by U.S. forces or
Palestinians . killed
by
Israelis.

College's initiative examining·
dergy abuse permanent
BOSTON - A program
launched two years ago at
Boston College examining
the issues raised by the
Roman Catholic Church's
sex abuse scandal will
become a permanent part of
the Jesuit university's academic
landscape,
the
schopl's president says.
The school is searching
for a director and a staff for
its "Church in the 21st Century" program, which has
explored the increasingly ·
strained
relationship
between church hierarchy
and laity, the divide between
church teachings on sexuality and the sexual activities of
Catholics, .and the challenge
of bringing the church's message to young people.
"There are still vestiges of
anger and frustration, and
the hurt remains, but now
people want to move on they're trying to figure out
ways of renewing the
church," University President William P. Leahy told
the Boston Globe in Sunday
editions.

Legacy of faith remains
part of Stillman College
TUSCALOOSA, Ala Although Stillman College is
· no longer a training ground _
for black ministers, Christianity is still well represented on the campus. A weekly
chapel service is held on
Thursdays. Students are
required to take 12 hours of
courses on the Bible.
Weeks emphasizing religion are held twice a year,
once in the spring and once
in the fall.
Stillman was formed in
the 1870s when the Rev.
Charles Allen Stillman and a
group of Presbyterians from
Tuscaloosa asked the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to
establish a training school for
black male ministers. In 1876,
the school opened with four
students. Since then, the college has grown to an enrollment of more than 1,000 students, and it has evolved
from its seminary roots.
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Chinese President Hu Jintao succeeded Jiang Zemin as chairman of the Central
Miliary Comm,ission of the Communist Party of China, who met in Beijing, yesterday.
FROM A2

record trade deficits and lost
manufacturing jobs are campaign issues, U.S. exporters are
· fuming because Congress has
yet to change corporate tax
laws that threaten their sales in
Europe, America's biggest foreign market.
More than 400 companies
wrote Congress this past week
i;.rging lawmakers to pass legislation needed to end penalty
tariffs. They are being imposed
on more than 1,600 U.S.
exports with total annual sales
to Europe 0f nearly $3 billion.

who operates an insurance
agency iii the building two
doors from Moore's office, suffered deep bites to his stomach, face, throat and hands.
Sabrina Stuart was bitten in
the leg, police said. Stuart
called 911 · during the dog
attack, but police couldn't
respond because of the storm.

ORLANDO

$35 New
Patient Exam

2881 South Bumby Ave.
(407) 895-5433

&X·ray's

EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD

($125 Value)

12780 Waterford Lcikes ~kwy.
(407) 382-6455 .

China's military chief steps down;
completing power handover to

Hu

BEIJING Hu Jintao
became the undisputed leader
of China as the country completed its first orderly transfer
of power in the·communist era
on Sunday with the departure
Kerry links cost of Iraq war to 1
of former President Jiang
domestic problems in new ad
WASHINGTON - Democ- Zemin from his top military
rat John Kerry links the cost of post - giving ·a new genera.:.
the Iraq war to problems at tion a freer hand to 'run the
world's most populous nation.
home in a new television ad.
Analysts did not expect
"200 billion dollars. That's
what we are spending in Iraq Jiang's exit to affect Beijing's
because George Bush chose to stance on relations with the
go it alone ... Now the presi- United States or Taiwan, ecodent tells us we don't have the nomic reform or other key
resources to take care of health issues. Jiang and Hu are not
care and education here at known to have had any major
home," Kerry says in the ad, to policy disagreements and both
start airing Monday in 13 com- support continued capitalistpetitive states where he is on style reforms and .one-party
communist rule.
the air.
Bush has never said there's
no money for education or Chechen leader eludes Russia for
health care. Kerry's campaign years, aided by ~ympathy
MOSCOW - He is Russia's
bases the claim on its interpretation .of Bush's budget pro- homegrown version of Osama
posals for education and bin Laden, but with a tradereports of rising hea:Ith care mark all his own: dramatic
mass hostage-takings that have
premiums.
often turned to bloodbaths.
Like bin Laden, Shamil
Police: Mental health counselor
had dogs attack Frances refugees . Basayev is an elusive target,
STUART, Fla - A mental evading capture for years.
Chechnya's Deputy Interior
health counselor ordered his
two pit bulls to attack a group Minister Sultan Satuyev told
of people who were riding out the' Interfax news agency on
Hurricane Frances inside an Sunday that a search operation
involving 1,000 personnel was
office building, police said.
Ryan C. Moore, 54, was under way in Chechnya's
arrested Friday and charged mountains after intelligence
with aggravated battery for reports suggested that Basayev
allegedly releasing his dogs was in the republic.
But Russian forces have
with the command "Go get
them" while he and a group of claimed to have reliable tips on
people were riding out the Basayev's location in the past
Sept. 4-5 storm inside the A.G. - and failed to catch him.
Edwards building.
William E. Schoonmaker,
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER
·$99 (a ·$200 value)
00150
00210

Oral Exam
All necessary X-ray's
.Cleaning (ptj,ophylaxis)

01110
03961 ·Bleaching

(Not valid with any other offer or lnS'urance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04)
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Let Us Introduce· Ourselves

Week in Science .
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

Schools recognize value of
allowing pets on campus
SELINSGROVE, Pa.
Psychologists have long ,
understood that pets can
help people relax and open
up. Groups such as the Delta
Society actively promote animal-assisted therapy, including use of animals in meetand-greet settings.
Now, a small but growing
number of colleges are recognizing the value of such
programs:
'
-The _University of
Scranton, in northeastern
Pennsylvania, brings in dogs
for therapy sessions with
homesick students.
-Maryville University, in
St. Louis, hosted a one-day
event last year where faculty ·
brought dogs to campus to
play with students. The
event was so successful that
it was expanded to a week
this year.
- Eckerd University, in
St. Petersburg, Fla, allows
cats and small dogs in two of
its on-campus dormitory
complexes;
this
year,
Stephens College, in Columbia, Mo., allowed dogs in one
of its donns.

•

College, drugs and alcohol;
alarming abuse rates
.

University students, especially young men, may be
drinking more heavily and
dangerously than expected, a
recent study by Prevention
Research Center of the Pacific
Institute for Research arid
Evaluation shows.
. The study found that many
of the 1,000 male college
drinkers surveyed had 24 or
more drinks ·in a row in one
session. Moreover, about 10
percent of the time, the
drinkers had 12 or more drinks
during a ~ingle session. People
ages 18 to 25 showed the high-,
est prevalence of binge and
heavy drinking.
A separate study shows that
fewer American youths are
using marijuana, 1.SD and
Ecstasy, but more are abusing
prescription drugs. There has
been a 15-percent increase in
prescription drug abuse by
people.18 to 25, states the 2003
National Survey on Drug Use
and Health.

Permanent implantable lens for
nearsightedness approved by FDA
An implantable lens, which
covects the vision of nearsig!;1.ted people, was approved

by the Food and Drug Administration last week.
. The lens is permanently
implanted in the eye and is an ·
alternative to glasses, contact
lenses and laser surgery. The
Artisan lens, made by Ophtec
USA, Inc., of Boca Raton, Fla,
is implanted in front of the natural lens and reduces or eliminates nearsightedness in adults
with healthy eyes.
The drawback, according to
·the FDA, is the loss of endothelial cells in the corneas of.
patients who receive the
implants. These · cells are
essential in keeping the cornea
clear. The FDA is requiring the
company to do a five-year follow-up study of the users to
· determine side effects.
The product will be available to surgeons in two weeks.

American soft drink consumption
grew 135 percent in 25 years
Energy intake from sweetened soft drinks and fruit
drinks in the · United States
increased 135 percent between
1977 and 2001, linking high
consumption of soft drinks to
obesity, shows a . study conducted by University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill
Over the same span, energy
intake from milk dropped 38
percent. The results offer a
simpler way to curtail the obesity epidemic by cutting the
volume of sweetened soft
drinks \

The Student Advocacy Unit is port of the Student Government
Association's Executive Branch. Through professionalism, integrity,
and confidentiality, we will strive to see to it that students are

"

thoroughly aware ond,advised on their rights and responsibilities as
UCF students.

Advising Students

•

We ore here to advise students on a variety of issues which include,
but are not limited to, student conduct issues, grade appeals,

•

grievances, late add/drop/withdrawals, medkal withdrawals, parking
appeals, and students' rights and responsibilities.

•

Contact Information
Chad Gottlieb
Office of Student Advocacy
Student Union Room 214 C
Phone: 407-823-3177 .
Email; sga_stad@mail.ucf.edu

·•
The Unlvel'sity- of Centl'al Flel'ida's
Student Govel'ament Asseciatlon

www.sga.uct.edu
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BEDS, BUNKS, & MORE
[BJ

:>..

Furniture Outlet

(407) 228.•3885 • 600 S. Maguire Blvd. ~fi!iJl
~~

·Same Day Delivery Available
··FREE Lay-Away
Open Mon-S.at 10-7·Sun1-4

..0

E

ci5

E. Colonial Dr.
(Hwy 50)

+1-4
Beds, Bunks,
&More*

Executive
Airport

AL'S Orginal
Dog, Fries, &

Reg. Drink

$429
Dogs with bite - hot off the grill in a steamed bun

Al's Original Hot Dog

1.85

Choice. of ket c hup, must ard,
re lish a nd o nio ns

Al's Chili Dog ·
C hili, mustard a nd Ol')io ns

Chicago Dog

2.25

Re d o nio n sa uce, b arbecue sauce

Atlanta 11 Cole 11 Dog

2.25

With home style col esla w ·

2.55

Virginia Beach Chili
Cheese Oog

2.45

Al's hearty c hili a nd
Wisconsin c he d dar

2.25

Spicy mustard, red onion sa uce

Memphis Dog

San Antonio Dog
Chili, c hedda r c heese,bacon,
onions a nd Jala pelios

Musta rd , sw eet relish,onions,
to mat o , d ill pic kle, sport p eppers,
c e lery salt on a poppy seed bun

New York Dog

t

Boston Dog

2.25

Spicy mustard, sa ue rkra ut

2.25

Add extra condiments
.35
Cheese, Chili, Colesla w,
Red Onion Sa uce or Sa uerkra ut

Ii
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•

vRADUA'l'B STOOi.ES

•

Meet with faculty and staff
representi.ng UCF's more tnar1

ti

100 master's, doctorat, specialist,

and· certificate programs
•

You owe it to yourself an<;l
your family to attend·one of our
Priority Selection Events.

'•

You Must Secure A Priority Positi~n
To Participate!
Westyn Bay, located near Lake Apopka in Ocoee,
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
November 13 & 14, 2004.M

From The $170's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offers townhomes with deluxe features, resort-style
amenities, and spacious floorplans. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October .2 - 4, 2004:1'1

From The $160's To Mid $200's.

•

Savannah Pines; located just one-half mile east of
Savannah L(l.ndings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.1'1

•

From The $140's To Low $200's.
Victoria Landings, located in East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a beautiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and ·
a choice of five spacious floorplans.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for October 30 & 31, 2004.l'lt

i

From The Low $200's To Low $300's.
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter mile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury two-story
condominiums in a secure community with resort-style
amenities. The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for October 30 & 31, '200~. 1~t
•

From The $140's To Low $200's.

~

t Investor restrictions will apply.

TRANSEASTERN
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All pricing and premium homesites are subject to change without notice.These prices
will increase after the first release to offset increasing labor and building supply costs
for future building starts. This advertisement is not an offer to residents of NJ , CT, H [, ID,
IL, OR, NY or any other jurisdiction where prohibited , unless the property has been registered
or exemptions are available. 0 J\11 events subject to postponement and!oi; cancellation. M ake
travel arrangements at your o~risk .
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tation of the Greek population.
''I want to make sure our Greeks
are respected," he said
Kelly 'Ihlvis, an international
relations and legal studies major
and the current senator for Arts
and Sciences Seat 7, points out
her past successes as a senator.
She highlighted her involvement with a philanthropy program that was geared to help the
families of the National Guard
last year and will focus on the
hurricane victims this November.
"As senators, we do have a lot
of influence, we know a lot of
people on campus or in the
community, so we can do a lot
of good," Travis said. "That's
something I'm very proud of."
'Ihlvis also said she puts representing her constituents first
on her agenda "I'm more about
representing the student,'' she
said "We are here to represent
the students."
Rosenberg
unknowingly
echoed her sentiment ''First of
all, I represent my constitl?-ents
on a general basis,'' he said
Rosenberg added that he
does have some goals he is
interested in pursuing, "I want

to be able to provide funding to
students on a more individual
basis," he said
Sean Lara, a political science
and economics major and candidate for an Arts and Sciences
seat, also described whom he
would represent, if elected
"I want to be a voice for stu.dents that are not Greek
because I know Greeks get a lot
of representation," he said
"Even though I support a lot of
things the Greeks do, I think we,
the non-Greeks, are lacking in
representation."
Distributing funds is the
crux of the Senate's pilrpose, so
it isn't surprising that money,
and who gets it, is always a hot
topic.
Arianne Buchanan, deputy
pro tempore and candidate for
Arts and 'Sciences Seat 9, said,
"Senate should definitely be a
place wh~re students get what
they need"
She continued: "I don't have
any preferences for any group. I
just think if you bring a good
case and you're doing a good
thing that you should be funded"
Lacey Friedman, a communications-pending major and
candidate for Arts and Sciences

Seat 9, agrees on the importance
of cash dispersion and the peop~e who control it. "Sometimes
students in high positions
become overzealous and unrealistic with their goals," she said
"My goal would be to poll the
student body and find out what
their interests are · and make
sure I'm working for and representing them."
Victor Perez, a legal studies
major and candidate for Seat 8
in Health and Public Affairs, is
reluctant to reveal his platform
just yet He prefers to wait until
campaigning begins this week
to reveal his ideas. Perez said he
isn't hesitant tO reveal his reasons for running, though. "I
want to be involved and I want
to be there for people who want
to be heard but don't necessarily want to be out in the spotlight"
Economics major and
incumbent for Business Seat 7,
Alex Sigal, hopes to be re-elected based upon his experience.
"There is constantly need for
improvement,'' Sigal said. "I
wouldn't run again ifI didn't feel
there was room for improvement Now, knowing a lot more
than I did a year ago, I definitely
want to run again."
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Ladies Night
2-4-1 wells, $1.50 drafts
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Costs are exchanged for creativity
She
continued:
"The done our part in advising them
expenses have added up to correctly," he added
Recently, film students were
Florida community college. "I thousands - for sure. But not
used to look at it as a trade-off everyone is going to spend that given an opportunity to win a
' $20,000 grant, providing servicbecause I used to take regular much."
Storm explained that each es from industry partners.
' academic courses with my art
Miguel Lima is producing
courses when I attended the student dictates how much he
community college, and I said, spends. ''You can buy a thrift- the wliming film, My November
Tm spending this on supplies, store camera for really cheap: Guest, this year with director
but I'm not buying a book,' but $30-$40. But good used [cam- Danny Daneau.
Lima said he's grateful for
it doesn't work out even - at eras] run from $200-$300 and
they go up from there," she said the grant ''You can spend a lot
all"
Other students on campus of money," he explained "The
Sistrunk added: ''You have to ·
understand, it's going to cost a are facing similar problems, first film that I ever did, I spent
lot more for a graphic designer learning to balance large the most because I built the set
myself. In that case, I was workto go to school They're going to . expenses on a small budget
Phil Peters, the film division ing paycheck to paycheck.
have to pay a lot more for their
supplies than a business major,'' head, said film majors spend Those were some lean
Her classmates have found about $700 in supplies each months."
Each student determines the
. other creative ways around the year. In their final year, when
expense. In Sistrunk's Digital . they complete their senior the- level of expense, based on the
illustration class, she said one sis film, students spend complexity of what is filmed
"The students have driven the
student carries her CPU tower be?ween $3,000 and $10,000.
"I think you find that most price up because they are try- to and from class because she
can't afford the laptop that the students realize filmmaking is ing new things,'' Peters said
''A lot of this stuff; because
class r.e quires. Other students e~ensive,'' he said. "They're
not shocked by it. They don't it's indie, plants a seed of
share supplies.
"It's hard because more and say, 'Oh my God what am I get- · thought that you should think
more students are becoming ting into?' We make it very clear. outside the box and find things
financially independent and in the catalog that [film is] an for less money," Lima said.
"Like student discounts or findthey have to dig in and find expensive program."
Peters said that no student ing alternative software. It puts
whatever money for their programs that they can," Sistrunk has dropped the program due a responsibility in us to be
to high expenses - each stu- resourceful, to come up with
said
"You end up eating Rameri dent fmds a way to pay. "I was money. I don't think that's a
[Noodles] a lot,'' she added just in a seminar session ... and good idea for senior-level film
one student said she worked students to rack up a debt."
laughing.
Other art majors also feel three jobs to save $5,000. · Peters added that the
the pinch from taking expen- Another went to relatives. amount of money spent doesn't
sive classes. Stefanie Storm, a Another one preplµ'ed their always determine the quality of
work.
senior and photography major, parents for the expense."
He added that some stuHe saj.d: "I have seen gi:eat
said, "It's pretty much accepted
that you're going to spend a lot dents pay with credit cards and films done for $500, and I've
of money, but it's definitely · loans. "If they have to drop out 1 seen terrible films done for
worth it because you produce a because of the expense it's $10,000. Creativity is the key,
because we partially haven't not money."
lot of work."
FROM
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401·2D-J6&5

12727 &st Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & R Colonial)

It's titne to exercise sotnething
other thaQ your tnind.
Finally, a place to work om chat fits a small student
budget and a busy student schedule, Curves is 30minure fitness, commonsense weight loss, and all
the support you
need to achieve
your goals.

4250 Alafaya Trail (Corner of Alafaya & McCulloch Rd)
Oviedo, FL 32765
Over 8,000 locatiow worldwide.
•No trav~lftranster privileges. Mcmh<:rship includes 5<:rvkc foe. V.lid only•• participatins toe.don~. Not valid wirh any other pmmorional
Qlftr. HS-57SO

S 10 - $12

Stress Management
Dieticians
Personal Training
Tfteraputic Massage

For more information please call 407-823-2701
or visit us on the web www.shs.ucf.edu
-

•

407-971-3771

Prescriptions at discounted prices
Wide variety of over-the-:counter products
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www.curvesinternarional.com
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Alabama's Deidre Downs wins Miss America
Ericka Dunlap passes the crown to
her successor on Saturday night
JOHN CURRAN
Associated Press

ATLANTIC CITY,
N.J. - Miss Alabama
Deidre Downs, an
aspiring doctor who put
off medical school to
compete for the Miss
America crown, won it
Saturday night.
Downs
succeeds
Miss America 2004
Ericka Dunlap, 22, an
aspiring attorney from
Orlando, Fla. The University of Central Florida student spent her
reigning year advocating the celebration of
diversity. She was the
first black Miss Florida
and the fourth black
Miss America.
Downs, 24, of Birmingham, Ala., outsmarted and outperformed 51
other women in a
spiced-up version of the
83-year-old
pageant
that included a head-to- .
head
showdown
between the last two
contestants.
Miss North Carolina
Kristin Elrod was sec-

ond runner-up, followed by Miss Arkansas
Lacy Fleming and Miss
California Veena Goel.
Downs, who wants
to be a pediatrician, will
take up the cause of
childhood cancer prevention during her
reign as Miss America.
In fact, she already has:
She helped persuade
the state of Alabama to
offer a "Curing Childhood Cancer" car tag,
the purchase of which
will help fund cancer .
research.
The telecast marked
the 50th year since Sept.
11, 1954, when Lee Meriwether was crowned
Miss America 1955 during the first Miss America pageant to be televised. .
·
Downs earned a
$50,000 college schol~
ship, a modicum of
. ~ ' . ": ..
overnight celebrity and
a yearlong reign that
ARY GODLESKI I ASSOCI JED PRESS
can net up to $200,000
Miss America 2004 Ericka Dunlap, background, crowns Miss America 2005, Deidre Downs, during the Miss
in appearance fees.
America competition in Atlantic City, NJ., Saturday. Downs is a medical student in Birmingham, Ala.
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DON'T MISS TH.E OPPORTUNITY TO •••
ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT ANYTHING
DISCUSS STUDENT SERVICE FEES

••

ON THE GOLDEN RULE
RECIEVE INFORMATION
•
LEARN ABOUT YOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

•
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,· All schedules will come out early
f

ing the four-year course of
study.
.
.Hitt said: "Because sections
Sabin, among other partici'will be available semesters in pants, is very pleased with the
;advance, we will know a long program so far. "Mostly, I have
·time in advance if certain sec- a more personal relationship
tions look like they ai:e going with my counselor," he
to fill up. We will be able to explained. "He knows who I
:react and add more sections to am and what I need."
;meet that need.''
Katherin Villalobos, a
: He added, "This plan allows freshman studying political
,us to ~ake better use of every- science, is also enrolled in the
one's tune."
program. "This program is a
• • Adam · Sabin of Delray great way to know people
•Beach; now a freshman in before we started school," she
;accounting, is one of those said.
·who took a second look at an
Villalobos took advantage
•invitation letter sent to his of the program's advance reg.home. "The letter to sign up· istration. During the summer,
•[for Grad on Track] came in the participants registered for
the mail, and I thought itwas a their fall classes and signed up
good program, so I signed up for Spring 2005 courses.
'for it," he said.
"When [other students]
, To participate in the pro- were freaking out signing up
•gram, students must declare a for fall classes, I was signing
major upon entering UCF and up for next spring's classes,"
•sign ~ contract listing all of the · Villalobos added.
classes they plan to take durThough kept on a strict
_FROM

)

.)

)
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course path, students are
allowed some flexibility in the
program.
"[UCF] initially makes the
schedule for you, and then you
can change
it,"
Sabin
explained. Students can try to
replace some of their original
classes with other alternatives
as long as approved by the program. However, they will not
be able to register for those
substitute classes in advance,
and are not guaranteed seats.
UCF is planning to make
' the Grad on Track program "as
large as possible," according to
Schell. Starting Fall 2006, Grad
on Track will be open to all
incoming freshmen as long as
they have declared a. major
upon entering UCF.
The Grad on Track program is "a fine program for
students who know what they
want to do," Schell said.
"These students are guaran- ·
teed a [four-year] graduation.''
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CEN"(RAL FtORIOA FUTURE

Marian Cfark, far left, and Dana Wax, left,were two participants ofthe Dance Marathon's water slide. The slide was next to Health and
Public ~ffairs on Friday to Pf(lmote the marathon and reauit participants. Go to http:f/www.ucfdm.com for more information.
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IMPORTANT DATES
CANDIDATE FORUM/MEET 'N GREET
ELECTIONS
RUN-OFF ELECTIONS

.

SEPT. 22
SEPT. 27-29
OCT. ·4-&

Visit the SGA office at roam 214 in the Student Union
or lag an tn www.sga.ucf.edu for mare information.
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PENN STATE 37, UCF 13

INSIDE THE

•
•
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ASHLEY BURNS

•

Sports Editor

Digging
deeper
Football isn't the only
team with win troubles

Turnovers forced by ·
UCF's defense .
against Penn State

I could jump all over the mistakes
our football team made this weekend.
But I won't. I can't.
As George O'Leary said, :Tm
playing a bunch of freshmeIL"
Honestly, if we expect anything
more out of them. then we're putting to.o much on their shoulders.
It's on-the-job training for most of
these student-athletes and they're
learning against the Big Ten Conference.
'
That's' like an Amish kid jumping
right into porn with Jenna JamesoIL
None of our quarterbacks looked
like they knew what was going OIL 111
Our offensive line was incredibly
over-matched and Alex Haynes had
pinholes in the Lions' d~fensive line •
to work with. On top of it all, our
injury-riddled defense forced six
turnovers, which included· a stunning coming-of-age performance by
Mike Walker.
And all we could do was muster
two field goals and a punt return for
a touchdown.
Just take a deep breath ... serenity now ... at least Buffalo is next on
our schedule.
I spend .my days and nights, just
pounding my head trying to figure
out where the wins ·are. My head
can't take anymore damage - especially after my fall from HeaveIL It's
not just football- that's baffling me.
It's volleyball and men's soccer, too. .
But lo and-behold when I've all .('
. but branded ;myself with a scarlet L,
volleyball and men's soccer finally
put up wins this weekend.
,.
I'll tell you the team records look
a lot better when there's something
in the win column.
I was afraid that volleyball would •$
have to start dusting for cobwebs
after that 0-7 stinker they started
with, but you can always count on
good old Bethune-Cookman to '•
come along when we so desperately
needa win.
But now my volleyball ladies t
have a daunting task in front of
them. Our hunchbacked step-sister
to the west visits on Friday. As we all ,.
kn.ow, the two things I loathe most J
are trucker hats and every USF
sports team under the sun.
The volleyball team just needs to
take my word when I say that this <
Friday's matchup with UCF, Jr.
would be a heck of a time to start a
wipningstreak.
~
Men's soccer finally got back on a
winning track after the Knights
defeated IPFW 3-1 yesterday.
. I'm pretty sure IPFW stands for •
Ifwe'd Please Freaking Win, but I'm
just content to see some offense
finally pourihg in to help out the
UCF defense. After that loss to Mar- 4 ·
' shall, I was starting to think that the
men ofUCF futbol didn't like me.
Men's soccer has a nice chance to (
start a winning streak this week as
well, as the Knights will be tested by
New Jersey Tech. I can't even imagine how many guys named Butta- <
fuoco are on this team.
I took a peek at Jersey Tech's
media guide and the most common
majors were Tight Perming and <:
Acid Washing. I think Jersey Tech's
mascot is a giant ball of chest hair.
Somewhere there are dozens of ~
Bon Jovi fans polishing their rifles.
All easy New Jersey jokes aside,
this is supposed to be our season to
run rampant through the Atlantic
Sun one last time. Right now we're
running as fast as Ruben Studdard
in the 300m hurdles.
For now, as I wait for the wins to _..
start rolling in, I can chew my nails
to the quick as we try to sort out this
quarterback fiasco during a bye 4
week.
I still like Kyle Israel, but it's clear
Steven Moffett wants his job back.
Either way, I want to win.
-t
At least we can't lose in a bye
week.

..

..

Points scored by
UCF's offense agai.nst
Penn State

Combined rushing
yards by Penn State
players against UCF

Consecutive games
in which UCF has
allowed more than
230 rushing yards

UCF men's-soccer
pulled in its first win
of the season yesterday as the Knights
defeated Indiana Purdue at Fort
Wayne 3-1. Prior to
that game,the
Knights tied Howard
1-1 on Friday.
Women's soccer
recorded its second
consecutive shutout
Thursday night as
UCF blanked Florida
Atlantic 3-0 in the
Knights' first A-Sun
game of the season.

Women's soccer
continues A-Sun
against GardnerWebb Thursday in .
Boiling Springs, N.C.
... Men's soccer
travels to Miami
Friday to face New
Jersey Tech ....
Volleyball hosts
South Florida at 7
p.m .... Women's
golf heads to
Louisville, Ky., today
to compete in the
Cardinal Cup
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Quarterback Brandon Sumner got the starting nod for the second conserutive week, but managed only 42 yards passing on four of seven completions. Sumner split time with Kyle Israel and Steven Moffett.

.Despite forcing six turnovers, Llons roar to huge victocy

Tune in from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. every
Thursday to channel
21 on campus cable
TV or log on to
www.'iYGKB.com for
the Central Florida
Future Sports Show
featuring Ashley
Burns and Jeff
Sharon.

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

There's good news and bad
news for UCF football.
Th(;! good news is the Knights'
first three games, arguably the
toughest start in the program's
history, are over.
The bad news is that UCF is
now0-3.
• The Knights head into a muchneeded bye week after being
handed a seventh consecutive
loss, this time by Penn State (2,-1).

"In my own mind,
the young kids need
to get out and see
some action."
- COACH GEORGE
O'LEARY ON HIS
INEXPERiENCED
STARTERS

After falling to Georgia
on Friday, Knights win

-VIRGINIA
RECEIVER MARQUIS
. WEEKS AFTER
RETURNING A100YARD KICKOFF
AGAINSTUNC

big against Wildcats
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

Western Carolina announced
Thursday its decision to be a noshow at the UCF Fall Invitational this weekend. The new s.c hedule was a concern for the
Catamounts after South Alabama withdrew on Wednesday
due to Hurricane Ivan.

....

,,~_,-,,..-

. -..

.;. - ~,.

For more game by game
coverage, matchups and analysis
of MAC conference games,
see the online edition of the
Future at www.UCFnews.com
into the end zone while we were
in the red zone, and we had plenty of careless penalties."
"We were sloppy but we
played hard," PSU Coach Joe
Paterno said. "There was a lot
more intensity arid sometimes
when you do that, you get a little

careless.
The Knights did very little to
improve upon the already shaky
quarterback situation, as all three
quarterbacks on the depth chart
all made an appearance.
Brandon Sumner made his second consecutive start as the signal-caller and was the most accurate of the trio, completing four of
seven passes for 42.yards.
Said O'Leary: "I think Sumner
went in and did a few things, but
PLEASE SEE

CAPERS ON A11

Volleyball finally grabs first season win

"That was just
instinct. Kind of like
running from the
cops, I guess·you
could say."

""··-- · --~~. ,,.

The Nittany Lions defeated
UCF 37-13 in front of a crowd of
101,175 at Beaver Stadium Saturday. It was the second time in
three years that PSU knocked off
UCF in State College. The
Knights and Lions last played in
2002, but that game was a 27-24
nail-biter, while this past matchup
was a tad uglier.
"Obviously I think we played
some decent ball," UCF Coach
George O'Leary said. "But we
don't have the fire power to make
some plays. We didn't put the ball

. .
~

After getting swept by Georgia (13-30, 20-30, 19-30) on Friday night, the Knights rebounded, dropping replacement
Bethune Cookman (30-20, 30-12,
30-23) the next evening to pick
up their first win of the season.
"I was glad that we were able
to get that first win under our
belt," UCF volleyball Coach
Meg Colado said. "With all of
the schedule changes the girls
had to go through I was pleased
with their effort out there."
·
With the victory over the
Wildcats, the 2004 squad avoided matching the worst start in
program history. That was set in

1985. In the first seven matches
of the season, UCF (1-7). won
only three games combined
before unleashing an offensive
flurry on BCC (0-3).
The UCF offense hit a season-high 0.432 hitting percentage with 59 kills, committing
onl)j 11 errors. The Knights also
placed three players in doubledigit kills led by all-tournament
selection Emily Watts. She
smashed 14 kills and rounded up
15 digs for a double-double. It
was the third all-tournament
selection for Watts in as many
weeks.
Outside hitter Schanell Nei~

· derworder and midd.ie blocker
Chaz Arah pounded home 12
and 11 kills respectively. Setter
Kimberly 'Clonan posted a
career-high 52 assists, out of the
team's 54. Middle blocker
Amanda Stoutjesdyk also tallied
a career-high with an astounding 0.875 hitting percentage connecting on seven of her eight
attempts.
"Kim did a fantastic job out
there running the offense," Colado said. "But the thing that we
still need to work on is our team
defense."
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A11

Ashley Bums can be reached at
·sports@UCFnews.com

~
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Capers provides only UCF touchdown with punt return
FROM

•
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we have tQ throw the ball "\tjth authority."
1iue freshman Kyle Israel was a victiin of dropped passes and an inexperienced offensive line as he was constantly under pressure. Israel
completed a paltry six of 19 passes and
led the Knights with 52 passing yards.
Sophomore Steven Moffett closed out
the game for the Knights, throwing
three completions on seven pass
attempts for 27 yards.
The bright spot of the game was
UCF's defense, which, despite missing
four injured . safeties, forced six
turnovers against the Lions.
"I thought they played a pretty good
game," Paterno said of the Knights.
"They played a strong game, particularly at the first part of the game. With the
turnovers you would have thought
[UCF] would have had more points
than they did, except for the fact that
our defense turned it up when they had
to."
Sophomore comerba,ck Mike Walker tormented PSU quarterback Zack
Mills, as the converted wide receiver
pulled in two interceptions. On his second interception, Walker took off for 59
yards, but ran out of gas and was
brought down at the PSU nine-yard
line.
Mills had a nightmare of a game as
he added four fumbles to his two interceptions. Mills threw one touchdown

:.~

1
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Penn State running back Tony Hunt was the comerstone·ot the Nittany Lions' offense against UCF as he.rushed for 12:S yards and three touchdowns on 16 carries.

Defense still main concern as ,
volleyball nears Atlantic Sun play
onan amazing 0.667 hitting
percentage. Outside hitter
. UCF jumped out to a 6-2 Julia Petruschke added four
lead in game one and never kills on eight attempts.
looked back. The Knights
The Dawgs kept the
started strong with a 0.543 hit- momentum going, opening
ting percentage, while Watts game two on a 6-0 spurt. UCF
was unstoppable connecting charged to cut the margin to
on all seven of her attempts.
11-9, but UGA put five unanThe Knights were nearly as swered points to go ahead
impressive in the second comfortably. Oquendo contingame, attacking with a 0.531 ued to stay hot on offense,
hitting percentage, commit- smacking 6 kills in game two.
ting only one error while rackThe UCF attack struggled
ing up 18 kills. They finished with nine kills against 14
errors, finishing the half with a
the game on a 20-5 spurt.
Game three was nip and -0.050 hitting percentage and
tuck as the two teams traded five players with a negative
_
points to open the game. The percentage.
After halffime, UCF made
Wildcats took a 13-li advantage before another run lifted some adjustments offensively,
UCF to the sweep. BCC was jumping out to a 12-10 advanled by outside hitter Irie tage in game three. Watts put
Cormier who slapped nine three kills together along with
a pair of spikes from Neiderkills.
The weekend didn't get off worder and Arah.
UGA swiped the momento a pretty start as Georgia (72) ran off the first 11 points of tum back, running off 9 points
game one before the Knights in a row to take the match.
got on the scoreboard and Oquendo popped 16 kills on a
0.652 hitting percentage, while
cruised to a 30-13 win.
UGA hit 0.382 as a team in Petruschke chipped in with
game one. Middle blocker nine kills and six blocks.
For UCF, Watts punched a
Alexandra Oquendo paced the
Bulldogs, ripping seven kills team-high 12 kills, whereas

libero Michelle Spaleta delivered a match-high 16 digs.
However,
Colado
was
impressed with the play of
Arah off the bench executing
at 0.500 clip pounding six kills
on 10 attempts.
"The timing is getting better between our setters and
our middles," Colado said. "I
was really impressed with
Chaz's effort being able to go
right at their big middle
[Oquendo]. There is still a lot
that we still have to sort out."
The stat of the match was
offensive execution. UGA
controlled play a majority of
the evening, ripping 44 team
kills with only 10 errors on a
0.347 hitting percentage. UCF
continued its offensive woes
on a 0.017 team percentage,
tallying 33 kills on 31 errors.
"We made a page long list
of things that we have to
improve on before heading
into conference play," Colado
said. "It's going to be a long
hard week of practice.
UCF continues its home
stand when USF (2-5) invades
the Dungeon. First serve
between the in-state rivals is
slated for 7 p.m. Friday.

In the women's league, the
Spuds appeared to be an early
contender after they rolled
through Wesley by .a score of
29-0. BCM also looks strong in
the women's league, as they ran
past the Original Gangstaz -280.
A full slate of action is
scheduled for this week as all
leagues, including fraternity
and sorority action, kick off at
the Intramural Fields.
On Monday, sign up for the
only Intramural Baseball
league in the State of Florida.
Will the Sox catch the Yankees?
Will Anaheim make a late run?
Will your intramural baseban
team get in on the action?
There's only one question
you control the answer to.

Don't miss out on the action,
sign up today. Don't delay, limited space is available.
Co-rec flag football returns
for its third year at UCF. Last
year, UCF's champion went on
to finish second in the nation at
the National Flag Football tournament in New Orleans.
Where will you be this year?
There's only one way to find
out - sign up for Co-Rec Flag
Football today. This year's tournament is set to take place Saturday and Sunday.
Co-rec flag football is played
with 4 males and 4 females on
the field at the same time, with
slight rule modifications compared to 7-on-7 flag football.
Sign
up
today
a
http://imsports.ucf.edu.
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HEATHER WEIBLE
Contributing Writer
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pass.
But as many turnovers as the
defense forced, the Knights still could
not handle Penn State's multi-threat
ground game.
O'Leary adp:llts that the Knights are
"limited on defense and athletic ability."
'We have to put them in better position to make plays," O'Leary said. "Penn
State made plays when they had to."
For the third straight game the
Knights gave up more then 230 rushing
yards. Led by Tony Hunt, the Lions
racked up 247 yards on the ground.
Hunt carried the ball 16 tiines for 125
yards and three touchdowns.,
Penn State all-purpose threat
Michael Robinson abused UCF with his
arm, legs and hands Saturday.
Robinson ran the ball nine times for
51 yards, threw one pass for 39 yards and
had seven receptions for 93 yards.
The Knights' only scores came on
two Matt Prater field goals and a punt
return touchdown by Tavaris Capers.
With the three toughest games of
their schedule behind, the Knights head
into this weekend's bye with one obvious question remaining.
.
Who will be the starting quarterback
when UCF begins Mid-American Conference play in two weeks?
Said O'Leary: "The three keys I need
to work on are youth, lack of talent and
experience.
"We will have fun seeing who will
play next week."

Game On! Intramural Flag
football began last Thursd~y
after · an extended weather
delay. Several teams played like
they didn't' miss a beat. The
Show Stoppers look prime to
'return to the championship
. game as they hammered Juke
Low 39-7.

Get credit where credit,is due. CLEP®helps you earn college credit for
what you already know. By passing a CLEP exam you could earn from
3to12 college credits. There are exams in 35 introductory college-level
subjects. All Florida community colleges and state universities award
credit for successful CLEF scores. Check with your institution about its
CLEF policy and make an appointment at your college's test center today.

Bring In this Coupon for

Local residents only. First-Time Guests Only.
Limit One customer per offer.
Weells Plaza Location Only.
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SUMMING UP THE GAME

STANDINGS
CONF

East

WL

Miami (Ohio)
Kent State
Marshall
Akron
Central Florida
Ohio
Buffalo

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

West

WL

WL

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1 2
1 2
1 2

Eastern M~higan
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Western Michigan
Bowling Green
Ball State
Central Michigan

ORLA N DO

OVERALL

WL
2
1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

€em 1lodba :Jutun

FLA MES

ALL STAR CHEERLEADING • TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001

2
2
3
3
3
2
3

•

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18
Compete in an International Championship in Bottrop, Germany.
Check us out at www.orlandoflames.oom

Got aTicket?

1 2

1 1
0 3
1 2

•

lowestPriceTrafficSchool.com
Lowest Price Guarantee!
100%0nline

I

; ALEX HAYNES
!

1-800-PAY·1997

Don't let the numbers fool
you. Although Haynes averaged
just 2.6 yards per carry on the day,
most his 55 rushing yards came
after first contact at the line of
' .Scrimmage.He was the most consistent performer on aday where
the UCF offense was downright
offensive.

Avoid the Points and
Insurance Rate Increase!
FREE LEGAL SERVICES

0

J- MIKE WALKER

IIIII

Walker had a coming-out
party in the UCF secondary. He
ripped off two of quar::terback
Zach Mills' passes in the second
quarter, returning the second one
59 yards just prior to halftime. He
would have scored on the play,
but Mills made agreat play, run• ning the speedy Walker out ofbounds at the PSU 9. The
Knights gottheir only points offturnovers from that pick.

CAROLYN KASTER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Senior wide receiver Tavaris Capers recorded the only touchdown of the day for UCF against Penn State on a54-yard punt return.

Play of the game·

JEFF SHARON

TONY HUNT
Hu~t had abanner day on the ground for the Nittany
,. Lions, carrying the ball 16times for 125 yards and scoring
three of PSU's five touchdowns. Two of his touchdowns
~ came within a4:25 span in the second quarter, and they
came from distances of 4, 26, and 33 yards respectively.
He averaged 7.8 yards per carry and got caught behind
• the line for aloss just once.

...

]DAN CONNOR
!•

Connor gave everyone aglimpse as to why Penn
" State is known as "Linebacker U," as he led the Lions in
: tackles with seven with a half-tackle for a loss. Connor's ! biggest play was his interception.The pass hit UCF tight
~ end Harvey Joiner between the numbers, but he
t dropped the.ball, and Connor was Johnny-on-the-spot
·t for the pick-off.That tumove~ led to aPSU touchdown.
4
I

" INSIDE THE~_NUMJJEB~fi~
..
•

Interceptions by
defensive back
Mike Turner

Fumbles lost by Penn
State quarterback
Zack Mill~

A free kick by Matt Prater following a
Every once in a while, there are games UCF safety gave PSU prime field position
where the final statistics belie the final score. again at its own 40-yard line. Two plays later,
Under normal circumstances, logic would Hunt took another handoff straight up the
dictate that the team that forces six middle of the UCF defense for a 33-yard
turnovers would come away victorious, par- touchdown run. A simple lead play blew a
huge hole in the exhausted UCF defense's
ticularly when that game is on the road.
But alas, a lethargic offensive perform- front seven, and no one in the secondary
ance by UCF resulted in a third consecutive stood between Hunt and the goal line. It was
loss to a BCS conference team to start the Hunt's third score of the game, and it put the
season, as the nights dropped a tough one to · Nittany Lio~ up 30-6.
the Pen State Nittany Lions, 37-13, before bet.
ter than 101,000 fans at Beaver Stadium in Blunder of the ~me
Aaron Home's mishandled snap, resulting in asafety
Happy Valley. Here's the breakdown.
Another PSU turnover, a fumbled snap by
Penn State won because . . .
_ . Mills at the UCF 2, gave UCF the ball at its
They took advantage of field position in own 4. But UCF went three-and-out for the
the second quarter. The Lions scored three sev,enth time that the day, and Aaron Home
touchdoWns in the second period, on drives set up to punt deep in his own end zone - a
of 80, 26 and 28 yards. Two other drives dangerous situation for any punter, let alone
started at the UCF 38 and the PSU 45, but> a punter in his first season. A perfect snap
those resulted in turnovers. Had it not been went right through Home's hands, over his
for ·turnovers ending PSU drives into UCF head, and through the back of-the end zone,
territory, the final deficit would have been giving PSU two points, a 23-6 lead, and the
ball
worse.

UCF lost because . . .

.

It could not cash in on turnovers. There

PSU's 13-play,83-yard drive in the fourth

Turnovers forced/points off

I
!,.

Penn State's second and third
scoring drives in the second quarter

'
Rushing yards by
UCF running back
Alex Haynes

..

·The Knights trailed 7-3 in the second
when Penn State took over at the UCF 26
3f'ter a 25-yard punt by Aaron Home. On the
next play, Tony Hunt weaved his way
through the UCF defense for a 26-yard
touchdown run, putting the Lions up 14-3.
Two plays later, after an interception off a
dropped pass by Harvey Joiner, Mills hit
John Bronson from a yard out to cap a 4-play,
28-yard drive and put PSU up for good at 213. In two drives, the Lions went 54 l-otal yards
in five combined plays, scoring 14 points.

•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal Jaw

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

•
•

.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telepho.ne (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. N o legal advice will be given over the phone. '
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Stud-:nt l<.csmircl' Center, room 155,
Mond<iy-Friday 8am -5pm.
I ·1117,/,·d "' ,, Ill ill
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Che!"Y on top ·

After Tavaris Capers' 54-yard punt return
are two kinds of turnovers - turnovers that
give you great field position, and turnovers for a touchdown, the Knights still had hope,
that stop the other team's drive. On each of trailing 30-13 with 7:41 left. But the Lions.travthe six turnovers that the defense forced eled 83 yards on 13 plays on the ensuing
against Penn State, only once did they take drive. Backup running back Mike Gasparato
over in Penn State territory. These were scampered 22 yards for the final score of the
UCF's startlng field positions off each game, putting PSU up 37-13. The drive took
turnover: UCF 15, UCF 15, UCF 40, PSU 9, 6:53 offthe clock and closed the game out for ·
UCF 26, UCF 2. Although credit goes to the good.
defense for coming up huge in several key
situations, the offense was handcuffed by Penn State special teams player of the ~me
Calvin Lowry, punt returner ·
'
·
field position all day long.
Lowry retuned five punts for 55 yards.
One key return in the second period, an 11Turning point
_
With 42 seconds left before the half and yarder, gave PSU the ball on the UCF 26. The
the Lions leading 21-3, Mike Walker grabbed Lions scored one play later. Lowry also
a dropped PSU pass and raced 59 yards recovered a muffed punt by UCF's Tavaris
down the sideline to Penn State's 9 before Capers at the UCF 10, but the Lions couldn't
getting run out-of-bounds by PSU quarter- capitalize on· that play, fumbling the ball
back Zach Mills. The pick set the table for away at the UCF 2.
UCF's offense, which had first-and-goal at
the tail end of the half, and were getting the UCF special teams player of the game
ball back to start the second half. However, Tavaris Capers, punt returner
Capers returned a Jeremy Kapinos punt
an incompletion and two rushes forced the
Knights to settle for a field goal. The Knights 54 yards in the fourth quarter for UCF's only
drove the opening possession of the second touchdown. The return touchdown atoned
half to the PSU 46 before having to punt. for a muffed punt earlier that gave the Lions
Two key back-to-back drives resulted in 3 great field position at the UCF 10.
points, when ·two touchdowns would have
Stat of the game:
brought UCF to within four points.

Drive of the game

IIIII

Currently, enrolled students are ent.itled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

·

Tony Hunt's 33-yard third-quarter touchdown run .

Staff Writer

S TUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

~

UCF - 6 turnovers forced/3 points
Penn State - 2 turnovers forced/7 points

Two Free ti.ckets to the

MTV Movie Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid.UCF student
.l.D. in at lea.st 15,UCF home sporting
·eve"nts* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV·Movie Awa·rds!
.

,

For a listing of sports schedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
* includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccer and men and women's basketball

Line of the game

Tony Hunt, running back, Penn State
16 rushes, 125 yards, 3touchdowns, 7,8average.

Pleasant surprise

Six turnovers by UCF's defense
UCF's defense forced a total of 12
turnovers iii 2003. In one afternoon against
Penn State, the defense forced six turnovers.
Unfortunately, Penn State outgained UCF
524-181, and the Knights neveqcapitalized on
their good fortunes on defense.
•

MUSIC TELEVISION e
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ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING · .T.
Inappropriate for All Ages CEe.:.9)

.

...

If you/ think you can get away with .illegally swapping movies, you're wrong.
Illegally trafficking in movies is not just a dirty little secret between you and
your computer. You leave a trail. The message is simple: if you are downloading
copyrighted movies without proper authorization,.you are breaking the law. You.
face serious .consequences if you illegally swap movies. The only way not to get
caught is to stop.
· ·
Pursuant to t~e Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. Section 504(c)), statutory damages
can be as much as $30,000 per motion picture, and up to $150,000 per motion
picture if ~he infringement is willful.
© 2004 Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.
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OUR STANCE

O"'e; CLA55 DOW"',
F'OIJI<' TO GO.

I

Don't follow
national examples

I

A

new addition to the SGA
Senate race this year is the
formation of official political parties. Last year, advertising
a potential senator as part of a
ticket was a punishable offense.
Unofficial tickets have always
been created - whether by
those running or voters - for
various groups 'o n campus, such
as the Progressive Council or
the Greek Council. The alignment of candidates toward one
another could have resulted in
being kicked out of the race.
This year, however, students
are free to ally with others. The
first highly publicized UCF
political party does not swing
left or right but instead claims
to strive for representation of
the campus through SGA
This goal sounds admirable
and SGA could certainly use a
better representation of campus.
The best way to begin the
process is through the Senate.
This, however, could be the
start of something disastrous.
Now that one political party
has been declared, no doubt
others will begin to pop up
around campus. With the organization and ideals of a party
come the bitterness and competitiveness ofdrawn lines.
Examples are seen everyday
with the major political parties
both appe~g to the stupidest

mittee, the tables suddenly
factions of their support base.
Within the last 25 years, both turned with liberals asking
the Democrats and Republicans 'Where was George W. Bush
have become one-trick parties,
during Vietnam?"
basing their platform on one
Instead of dealing with the
unwavering strong-willed ideal.
question at hand. political parLately, that ideal has been aborties as of late have grown accustion. Generally, chtirches suptomed to throwing the question
port Republicans because they
back and trying to blame the
both disagree with the act, while other guy for any missing inforPlanned Parenthood employees mation or miscommunicatioD..
All these ways· of attracting
are staunch Democrats based
almost entirely on the woman's
voters are insulting to intelligent
constituents and undignified for
right to choose.
the most powerful man in the
The difference between the
coming election and the last one world to spend the months participating in before taking his
is the tactics used. By embracing radical ideals to please the
seat in the White House.
most extreme of their supportThough the SGA Senate elecers - such as the recently
tion is a much-smaller scale of
adopted official Republicannational politics, the same
party stance of forbidding even ·games come into play. With the
civil unions for homosexual
formation of political parties,
couples - and more generally
the similarities are going to
banal principles to appeal to
increase.
swing voters - like the official
Because of the lack of nationDemocratic decision to continu- al exposure and international
ing fighting the 'War on Terror" pressure, students will be more
in Iraq. Each party taints its own reasonable and civilized than
ideals by trying to please every
their professional counterparts.
voter at once and not having
Throughout the next week,
any consistency.
students will be bombarded
Additionally, the parties have with potential senators shaking
resorted to fourth-grade tactics
hands and telling them to vote.
to disgrace each other - and
Do it. Research the candithemselves. When Sen. John
dates, and make an intelligent
Kerry's service record in Vietdecision based upon the infornam was coming under fire by a . mation you receive. Think of it
as preparation for November.
right-wing political action com~

OUR STANCE

I

States will decide
•
same-sex marriage
A

t this moment many Americans have one political
thought on their minds:
who to vote for in this presidential election?
That is the thought nationally,
but what about at a more local
level? This year, many states
have decided to vote for something much more controversial
- same-sex marriage.
Amendments to ban samesex marriage are making the ballots in 13 states this political season. Missouri and Louisiana
have already amended their constitutions to define marriage as
the union of a man and a
woman. Louisiana passed a bill
with similar wording this past
week. Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi,
Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon and Utah are all
going to vote on the issue this
year. Petitions to put the issue on
the ballot in Ohio are still being
confirmed.
The debates are raging all
across the nation. Almost every
airing of the evening news has
another story concerning samesex marriages. For those in favor
of the unions, it seems to have
been a progressive year.
In San Francisco the mayor
declared same-sex unions legal
and began licensing gay couples
by the thousands despite California's family code. Counties in
New Mexico and New York did
the same. Massachusetts passed
legislation allowing same-sex
marriages only after the issue
was successfully argued in that

state's Supreme Court.
For all the ground that the
gay-marriage supporters are
making, the advocates trying to
ban the unions are keeping up
stride for stride. The overwhelming majority of s4ttes
already have laws bannip.g gay
marriages. While 13 states will
vote on amending their state
constitutions to include the ban,
there isn't one state voting to
remove laws or lift the bans.
Eight years ago Congress
passed, and President Bill Clinton signed. the Defense of Marriage Act, which defined marriage for purposes of federal law
as a union between one man and
one woman.
President Bush told the press
µi February, "if we are to prevent
the meaning of marriage from
being changed forever, our
nation must enact a constitutional amendment to protect
marruige in America." His
administration has called for a
constitutional amendment since
February, which would kill ?llY
further movement on the issue.
What is on the line with gay
marriage? While gay and lesbian
families' can defend themselves
in limited ways by drafting wills,
health care alternatives and coparent adoptions, this does not
come close to the automatic
safeguards that marriage confers. People can't contract their
way into changing pension laws,
survivorship rights, worker's
compensation dependency protection or the tax system.
There are religious funda-
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Terrorism is a tool
Terrorism is not something that is a tangible entity and so therefore one cannot
wage a conventional war against it. By doing
so it enables the people in power to fight a
war for whatever reason they choose to with
the outward appearance of moral iustification to the general population. This is so
because of the harsh connotations associated with terrorism and the fear it invokes in
people.
·
A rogue act by an individual or a few
people against others cannot be stopped.
The only way you could stop events like this
would be to live under a totalitarian rule
where the very rights you hold to be self
evident are put on the back burner for secu-

hunger. A global redistribution of wealth is
called for and it is the only way this world
will last and get past the Dark Age that it has
currently found itself in.
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Tax cuts not large
Chris Buckley claims that his father
l.
received at $5,000 tax cut [Reader Views,
Sept. 16] from Bush and calls his father
"middle class." I find this misleading, ·
because the median tax cut was $470
according to http://www.factcheck.org.
When you couple this with raises in local
and state taxes and rising tuition as results
of inadequate federal funding, rising health .ai
care costs due in part to the recent Medicare
bill, and other inflation, many people really ·
see no savings at all.
And these tax cuts that greatly reduce
r:
federal revenue come at a time when federal
spending and the deficit are at all time
highs. The fiscal irresponsibility of this
administration will come back to haunt
l'
Americans when they have to pay back the

,

rity. The way you fight terrorism is by making the underlying motivations for it to
become null and void. You do this through
the principles of what made this country
great to begin with. egalitarian compromise
and open debate. This is the complete
antithesis of how the war on terror is being
fought and it almost seems intentionally so.
Usually when a group resorts to violence
it is because one or more of their basic
federal debt (currently about $24,000 per
human rights·are being violated. This is uni- person) with interest. It do~sn't make sense
versally true in almost all instances of terror. to ~ave a huge. increase in. spending whil.e .
All
h t d t
d t d thi · t0 b
having a drastic decrease m revenue. This IS
. on~ as 0 0 0 un ers ~
s Is
e
common sense that all successful businessob1ect1ve and put themselves lil the other
men understand et it is lost to those
person's shoes and ask themselves what
~ th
t 'y
they would do if they were in that situation.
lllllo
e coun ry. ·
· We are losing this war because we are
-DANIEL HOLBERT
going about fighting it in the wrong way, and
we are less safe three years after Sept. 11 for
I applaud Chris Buckley's efforts [Reader
doing it. What kind of a world will our chilViews, Sept.16] to clarify my recent letter
dren have if the people currently in power
mentioning the Bush tax plan's effect on
have their way by waging a hundred year
ordinary Americans. But much like the
war on terror? Will it be a world worth livGeorge W. Bush presidency, effort alone
ing in?
does not make results.
In summary, the way that we are fighting
I wrote that most.Americans are paying
terrorism is wrong. It is in fact making the '
more in ta){es after Bush's tax cuts than
world a less safe place to live in. The real
'
'
way you fight terror is to cure the underlinPLEASE SEE LmERS oN A1s
ing causes by wiping out poverty and /

More than one tax
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· Liberal studies

Computer science

Graduate studies

"Personally, I don't bring my laptop on
campus, but for those who do it's beneficial."

"It's a great convenience and makes it
more enjoyable to study outside."

"I think it's a good idea. I'm glad I can

ARIEL GONZALEZ

ANDREW BARBANERA

ANAND EKAMBARAM

Computer science

Computer science graduate·student

use my laptop all over campus."

~~~
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''Free porn on campus?! Woohoo!"
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'What do you think of UCF's :
free wireless internet?'
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mentalists that declare same-sex
marriages violate God's law as it
is stated in the Bible. The issue
is not whether gays can have
religious marriages, it's about
civil marriage. Gays and lesbians
have been having religious marriages for years. Individual congregations of Reform Jews, Unitarian Universalists and
Presbyterians have performed
marriages for same-sex couples.
For,those of you who slept
through American Government
in school the United States has a
separation of church and state
which means the two institutions operate independently of
each other. By passing the Constitutional amendment to ban
gay marriage, the government is
representing the Judeo-Christian
belief of what marriage is, thus
violating the separation.
Vice President Dick Cheney
has gone against the grain of his
party by saying in Davenport,
Iowa, "My view was that that's
appropriately a matter for the
states to decide, that that's how
it ought to best be handled."
Last July, in a vote of 48 to 50,
the Republican Senate stopped
potential moves to revise the
U.S. Constitution.
As for now, the states will
decide .on the issue and equal
rights will take a back seat to
religious fundamentals. Why is it
a problem that the states can
choose? It was also the decision
of states to stay segregated
before Brown v. Board of Education. Look how good.of an idea
that was.

The Cenlrol f1orlda Pult/T8 ~ a free independent campus newspaper sming'the Uni\crs!ty of Central tlorida. Oplnlons In the Puhll'll are those of the tndMdual columnist and not nec=rily those
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"I haven't used it but I'm sure it's
great!"

"I think it's a great connectivity to the
Web."
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before. Buckley seems to
believe that we only have
one tax in this country! I am
shocked at this lack of foresight, his father is an
accountant after all. In the
United States I live in, most
Americans pay (in addition
to a federal income tax)
• 1!
11
social security taxes, state
:j income taxes, sales tax, tolls,
1
;
numerous excise taxes, and
.., '• property taxes. When you
;! figure in Bush's tax cuts and
:, his record of dramatically
, increasing spending, the
• ' states were forced to
increase the other taxes to
;; offset the loss in federal
money (which pays for fed.. 'I
,, eral programs). This point
made in my last letter went
completely untouched by
II'< :
Buckley.
;•
Do not think that I am
! , saying Buckley's father did
• , not benefit. There were pea" ,; ~- ple that benefited hugely. But
,i ~ when you factor in the aforer mentioned rising taxes, most
., :1 of those who benefited were
•; in or very near the wealthiest 1 percent of the nation. I
hope one day all UCF stu\).
dents benefit from a large
tax cut for the wealthy (since '
that would mean we got
damn good jobs!), but I
• ~· doubt it, since the burden of
paying off Bush's enormous
budget deficits will soon fall
0
·''· onus.

process. Iraqi citizens are welleducated and versed on what
we are trying to do there.
It seems that nobody hears
about the fact that Iraqi children can now go to school
again without having Husseininspired curriculum enforced
upon them. Citizens can freely
trade and do commerce again.
Does nobody remember last
y~ar when thousands of citizens celebrated and tore down
the 70-foot statue of Hussein?
Unfortunately, there are still
terrorist groups who know that
if we place a democratic government, and it is successful,
other countries will realize
that we did something which
will effect the lives of Iraqi citizens .and neighboring countries in a way they never could
have dreamed or thought possible.
Terrorists groups in Syria, ·
Kuwait, and Lebanon are
scared that the rest of the United Nations will fully back us
once we finish in Iraq. The few
rebels left in Iraq and other
middle eastern countries know

- NATHAN POEKERT

Earning respect
Young people have always
wanted respect and acknowledgment. You haven't earned
it.
Historically, young people
have the worst voter turnout in
the nation. In 2000, only half of
you had registered, and only a
third of you who registered
bothered to vote. According to
U.S. Census Data, you represent about 13 percent of potential voters, yet you seem satisfied accepting only 4.5 percent
of the voting clout.
You do have a say in this.
All you need to do is register,
vote, and get your friends and
family to vote.

.higher
test scores
guaranteed

GRE
MCAT

or your money back**

DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT.

Attend all required classes or make-up se,ssions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kapl<1n qiagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:"* It's that simple.

- DARYL ALTMAN AND ROB SHEPARD

LSAT: Classes Begin 10/14/04, 10/18/04 & 11/7/04
GMAT: Classes Begin 9/26/04, 11/15/04, & 12/7/04
GRE: Classes Begin 10/6/04, 11/16/04, & 12/1/04
MCAJ: Classes Begin 10/6/04, 1/11/04, & 1/22/04

• FREE Confidential Guidance
• Adoption Services Available

Anthony Lorenzo needs
to educate himself more
before he starts saying
strong statements like President George W. Bush is a terrorist [Reader Views, Sept.

• You select the family
for your baby
World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

161 ''

Wheri ¢.e United States
"' sends Army Rangers and
special force operatives into
, a country, kill hundreds or
~
thousands of people without
reason or expl;mation, then
we can call Bush a terrorist.
American soldiers have not
..
attacked Iraqi strongholds
unless they are inhabited by
rebels or are attacking
~ ~. American soldiers in the

GMAT

• Financial Assistance Available

No terrorist support

·~

that their time of terror is running short.
I think that we need to wipe
out all of the terrotists in the
middle east. If the only way to
do this is through militia combat and laser guided bombs,
than call me a terrorist too.

•PREGNANT?

' - LUIZ BRAVIM

,..,

LSAT

vi

1009 Maitland Ctr. Commons
Maitland, FL 32751-7205
407-667-9393
Toll Free 24 /7
1-800-238-4269

KAPLAN
• Test names ate fegl_stered tradematks of their respective owners.

www.bethany.org

**To be eligible for this offer, yeu must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

Engaging you in the service of humanity
lt1s the unique.combination of modern

practical instruction to excel. In fact, 97%

training working in underserved and

expertise, traditional knowledge, and a,

of our graduates have passed the Physician

disadvant;aged communities with an

hands-on family-oriented approach that

Assistant National Certifying E~amination.

emphasis on primary care. So you

makes being a physician assistant so

You engage in clinfoal rotations that help

graduate prepared to become an ethical,

rewarding. At Barry University, we prepare

you develop diagnostic skills and clinical

caring, competent physician assistant.

you for a future as a physician assistant

reasoning. And you also spend part of your

.'

by providing you with the didactic and

UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext.' 3130
· mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/pa ,
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AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: ( 407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. T!1es. for Thurs. issue

)

100 Help Wanted: General

125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
1SO Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Bwiness Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes

225
250
275
300
325
350

For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
ForSale:Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
· 999 Lost & Found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Bartender.s wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed. ·
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. '

in. E. Orlando has immediate
openings for part-time
Receivable Reps. for inbound/
ou.tbound calls to discuss
delinquent customer accts.

•

• $9.47-$10.00 hr.
F.lexible schedules

• Paid training

Serious Income Potential!
·Great Pay, Flexible Hours,
Be Your Own Boss!
For more info call:
1-866-525-0712 or go
On-line@ExcelNow.com/RTD
GREAT STUDENT JOB!
ELECTION TIME!!
Working America,
A national grassroots leader is
hiring in the Orlando area.
· Make a difference in this
election by building awareness in voters.
Work as a team to protect working
families from losing overtime pay.
·
Help make history.
$9/hourly, M-F or weekends.
Call Today, Start Tomorrow!
407-999-5040
CHILDCARE EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Pre-K teacher FT, assistants PT. Health,
vacation , and sick benefits.
(407) 658-4047
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Kelly Services is hirfng Travel
Consultants for a fast-growing UK
based company. Must have general
computer knowledge, be able to type
25 wpm & have excellent communication
skills.

F·or immediate consideration visit
www.iplacement.com/attws

$8.00/hour
UCF area Location
Full-Time Monday - Sunday Schedules
7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407)851-5997

EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATION
Healthy, nonsmoking, attractive females.
21 - 30 years old .'.Must be height/weight
proportionate.
Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com ·
941 377 3978
.

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Wint~r Springs,
·distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads·are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week.
• Economic way to be placed in up to 4o,OOO weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads al,so viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

AT&T Wireless

H

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. &·Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

(enttaf '1oriba 1utut'e

FEMALE BASSIST, DRUMMER, AND
SINGER WANTED
For all girl rock band. Covers & originals,
have rehearsal space & PA, Apopka
area. Call Deb (352) 383-1722 day or
evening.

.

Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 50 lbs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help customers.
Sat 10-5 ~30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407-896-7252

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
· current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com

Get Paid for Your Opinions!_
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per !?Urvey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

·

-~

Are you ci current college
Freshman or Sophomore~

.

(

"

A

~J'

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships,

Incentives ·
include:

.

"

·•.;.•
U.S. AIR FORCE

• • • e • • • • • •

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

_,

·)

Help Wanted for all positions in pizzeria.
Restaurantin Goldenrod area.
Flex. schedule. Restaurant experience
needed. Great for Students!
Apply within 407-736-8001.

1

Seeking Child Caring Aid

Are you interested in an exciting career?f~~- _ __

••••••••••

E;xciting Job Opportunity
Looking for 2nd year or above college
student to fill Resident Assistant position.
Immediate opening. People person w/
clean driving record req. FREE ·ROOM &
BOARD! Apply in person @ 11850
University Blvd. (behind Burger King).
Ask for Matt.

Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and ·
school work of two autistic children.
Contact 386-848-3415 for more info.

'/

Stable Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning ,
feeding, watering turn out, possible care
grooming of show horses at barn or
shows. Flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lindsay Alvarado 407-489-7657.

'"

Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed
Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking females
between 21-29. Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 377 3978

·Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $51 O in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

.,

..

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses

,,

• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students .
For more information, please
contact Capt Phil Williams;
( 407) 823-1 247 or
phelemon@mail. ucf .edu

KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

s 100 sign on bonusl

.Golden Opportunities Kitk.00 Event

"GOing for Gold"

·• flexible s'hedules
• guaranteed salaries
• paid training_
·
• weekly payihe,ks
.You make your own schedule day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
·Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-673-9700
I

Day Care Person Needed in Oviedo to
watch 3 kids (9, 13, & 14). Great
opportunity to earn money while doing
your homework. Parents need a mature
individual who enjoys kids. Requires this
person to pick up the 9 YR. old boy from
school , spend the afternoon helping with
homework. Hrs: 2:30-7, 4 days a week.
1 :30-7, Wed. Contact Glenn or Shannon
@ 407-712-5973 or 407-748-0515
Winter Springs/Oviedo - Mothers
Helper/Nanny - 21 mo. old twins
(boy/girl) . Avail. Mornings Mo"·Fri.
Approx. 20 hrs/wk. E-mail resume to:
twinmommy1120@yahoo.com.
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 15 min. from •
UCF. Come in between 1O and 2.
,
The Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave
N. Call 407-628-8651.
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Participate ln a Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
Investigational Vaccine Against A Common Virus

A r'JlnP.li' TONAT-r.a w.F'

Tuesday. September 21, 2004

o.rop In between 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM

Live Oak Room · ·

(Behind the UCf Marketplace)
RS\'1P lhe careel' 8et\•i-0.es & b.perteriUtll Learr••11g at

To qualify you must be 18-45
years of age and in.general good
health.
Volunteers paid up to $550.00

.. 40T-S23-2.'i81 ·ur t:r(~1n.. it.ur~f.~lu

Call (407) 240-7878 M - F, 8 to 5 for more information.
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www.ocrC.net
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue r Orlando, FL 32809 t
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Crossword

•

Mother of two yr old twins looking for
childcare help.
PT, flexible hours. Exp w/ kids reqd.
Work in Winter Garden area.
Call Tanya at (407) 312-2753.

..

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Student Can't Drive. Needs Ride
Home to Sanford Tues-Thur at 4:30
pm. Highways 417 & 427. Must be
home by 5:30. $35/month.
(407) 416-0009.

,

..

In-home afterschool childcare needed in
Oviedo, Live Oak Reserve. 5 days/wk,
minimum 20 hrs, more avail as desired. 3
children, ages 5, 7, and 11. Must provide
own reliable transportation. Position will
pick up from school, shuttle to
afterschool activities and work with
children on homework. Hrs are
consistent with Seminole County
schools, 3 pm (2 pm on wed) - 7 pm.
Pays $8/hr plus mileage. References
needed. Email your interest to
marybe@ctinet.net

..

Computer knowledgeable people with
computer & Internet access to build &
sell web sites to small & medium sized
· businesses using my tech support &
building them & closing the sales. Work
your own hours. 1-800-884-7004.
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP· Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680
Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$3511 base + comm. Gas Included.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.
Babysitter needed for 1O month old in
Winter Springs area. 3 days per week;
8 :30 AM - 5:00 PM, Pay neg. Contact
407-491-0666.
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orll!ndo/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-616-3296.
Horse· Boarding Stable,
barn work to trade for board, lessons,
and show fees. Experienced applicants
call Mikenda Farm, 407-568-8418.

,.,

oviedo
marketplace
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP PT
Mall Customer Service positions
available immediately.
Now hiring PT permanent and holiday
staff for 15-25 hours I week
to include evening and weekend shifts.
Must have experience interacting with
the public & ability to show enthusiasm.
Retail experience helpful. Approx.
$7 .00/hour.
Apply in person at Oviedo Marketplace
Customer Service Center
1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd. Oviedo,
FL 32765.
Just off the 417 at Red Bug Lake Road in
Oviedo
EOE, M/F/DN Drug-free environment
NO PHONE CALLS
HAVE FUN, GET PAID!
Major area attraction seeks
energetic students, homemakers &
alike. Sales, Marketing, &
Commission motivated team
players to do promotions for a
major bank. The following flexible
schedules are available: 9 am to 3
: pm & 3 pm to 9 pm. Please be
motivated, high energy, &
interested In earning top dollars.
Call Lisa Marie 407-1?17-3344

Looking for CS student or grad that is
passionate about programming to fill a
web development position in our
company. We run a network of dating
sites written in ASP/SQL server 2000.
Need someone who can learn the ropes
of our sites and quickly get up to speed
on making changes and upgrades for us.
If you are excited about the web and like
to keep up with the latest technologies
then this position is for you.
Please email your resume to
resumes@nrbservices.com

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
· except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!!
Make Up to $300 Per Shift! No Previous
Experience Required. Flexible Schedules
Available. FUN and UPBEAT
Environment. Call Now 1-800-714-4060.

Roommate to share 3/2 house
2 miles from UCF, furnished except •
bedroom. Incl. full kitchen, W/D,
Internet. No pets. $450/mo. Bryan
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com

UCF • Oviedo • Large 4 BR I 2.5 BA,
Only $1500.00/mo. 3 BR I 2 BA, Fenced
Yard, $1200/mo. Save More Real Estate
407-977-1600

2 Rooms for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 20 minutes to UCF,
Oviedp area. Call Pat 407-366-3536
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo.
' all utll. Incl. 954-816-3127.

Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @ ·
Waterford Lakes. $400/mo + util. Move in
ASAP. NS & clean a MUST!
Call Lisa@ 954-648-1600
3/2 UCF house between Dean and
Rouse Rd. incl : W/D, high speed
internet, cable, & use of garage. Lg.
spacious room. $450 + 1/3 util.
Call 850-294-0063.

3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
w~come. Call 407-948-8409.

Room for Rent
3/2, 2.5 miles forO) UCF, .5 miles from
sec. $450/mo incl. utilities and
hi-speed Internet. 407-971 -8369

3 bed/2 bath spacious home In
Ovledo/Alafaya Woods.
Call 407-443-0022

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
·
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp: a plus!
• ••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

***ATTENTION***
AQUATIC PESTICIDE APPLICATORS
needed to manage spray operation .
$40,000.00 salary for qualified applicants.
Must have good driving record and
be experienced in ALL aspects of
aquatic weed control.
Send resume to
Aquatic Management Strategies, Inc.
Fax 407 207-4144
Phone 407 207-5959

UCFAREA
Lovely 3/2, W/D connection,
'rent incl lawnca"re.
$995/month
(321) 438-0960

1 room available in 4 be~room house.
$340/mo + 1/4 utilities. t:ocated 1 mile
from campus. Responsible students
please call 407-366-0758.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

In gated community w/ lake. Looking
for clean, n/s, quiet, organized
professional. No drugs. No pets. 412,
$425/mo. (321) 287-3186.

NEW LUXURY HOME

ACROSS
1 Walk proudly
6 Exasperate
9 Propelled a raft
14 Funny Chevy
15 Bering or Ross
16 Asinine
17 Kid ney related .
18 _ "King" Cole
19 Dutch cheese
20 Peculiar
21 Chinese fruits
24 Gadgeteer
PopeII
25 Moonlighter's
other work
27 Metal cutters
29 Part of CPU
31 Check
32 Cribbage
markers
35 •separate
Tables" star
40 Racetrack
tipsters
42 Soak up rays
43 Climb
44 Non-ordinary
particles
47 Wield needles
48 Phone message
49 Unspecified
amount
51 Tendertouches
55 Ms. Streisand
59 Regret
60 Most torrid
62 Lip
63 Man from
. Teheran
65 Helping hand
66 Armistice
68 Conductor's
- stick
69 Cariou or
Berman
70 Gone from the
plate
71 Casual
coinages
72 NASA's ISS
partner
73 Molts
DOWN
1 Young haddock
2 Actress Bara
3 Newman or
Travis

Room avail. in 3/2 house on 1/2 acre.
12 min. from UCF. Chinese F preferred
to share with other Chinese F. $380/mo.
Water and electric incl. Please e-mail
Dr. John Haynes, jhaynes @bus.ucf.edu.

@ 2004Tri>une Media Servlcn, Inc.
All righte reserved.

4 Made in the _
5 Inform against
6 Money
everything!
7 S1ick 'em up!
8 Cornell and
Hepburn
9 Footballs
10 Lennon's widow
11 Classic Tierney
film
12 Provide with
funds
13 College VIPs
22 Latin "ditto" ·
23 Frosted
26 Fairness
-28 Stifled laugh
30 Snitch
32 Sch. group
33 Very long period
34 Paunch
36 Large tub
37 Mover's vehicle
38 Lilly or Wallach
39 After expenses
41 Breaking to bits
45 As well

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit-Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

IVISA I
~~
-;-

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
46 Steals
'
50 Dull finishes
51 Baby beds
52 Of hearing
53 "Giant" ranch
54 Pens
56 Entirely physical

57 Sieved into
pellets
58 Prayer endings
61 Writer O'Brien
64 _ sequitur
67 Cheerleader's
yell

Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 9/ 23

Prof. Family seeking responsible, N/S
female. 4/2 home in Stoneybrook, on golf
course, cherry wood bedroom set, prv1.
bath, TV, cable, Internet. full comm.
amenities. $525/mo, all included. 10
mins. from UCF. Contact 407-482-011 4.

Planning Ahead?

.

LOOK

ORLANDO

FLAMES

I

ALL STAR CHEERLEADING • TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001

..

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competili.on team bu spots available Sept 18
Compete in an International Championship in Botlrop, Germany.
Check us out at www;orlandoflames.oom

,,,,

January 1 - Move in
Room for rent in 3/2 furnished home
owned by student, 4 mi. from UCF,
Colonial & Lake Pickett. $325/mo. + 113
utilities, wt fre e Internet. 6 mo. lease
Junior/Senior/Grad student only.
407-381-8275

Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for F to
share with females in 4/2 home. Clean,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751 . •

312 .HOME ACROSS FROM UCF
Female graduate or prof. Large
Master BR. Washer/Dryer, DSL
Private phone. Quiet, safe, clean.
Rent Negotl11ble. Furnished
Call 407-971-6748

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + split
util. Call 407-619-5642
2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2.5
house. $460/ mo all incl uded + internet &
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact
.Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 112 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV i n every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished llvlng
room, full kitchen. This and all
utllltles for just $500/mol Call James
at 561 -762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Q:-what ·ao

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, l;thernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561 -596-1205

,,

and J/111 . lhDRRISDn
have in common?

Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
October & November rent paidlll
$455/mo. all util. incl. Call 904-996-8756.

'Now-· - '- ' "'!

!"' - . - . - APTAVAIL
I
$490/month incl util

A: They both

.
donate plasma at
,,'

•

DCI Biologicals

Orl·ando!

·

* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn $1 80I month donating
your lifa-saving plasma.
DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
{Across the street from Rocetroc)

3.21-235-9100

1 Page Resume
Cover Letter
Reference Sheet
Paper/Disk Copies

RESUME SERVICES OF ORLANDO

407-268-4734
Email: resu111ese1Ticcs(a cll.1-r.com

1968 Ford Mustang, matching numbers,
All Original! engine rebuilt with 500
miles. Excellent condition. $6500 OBO.
Call 772-696-3054

Furnished: W/D. Vaulted ceilings.
Pool/hot tub. Cable & internet. UCF
'shuttle. No fees. $530/mo. incl all.
Available Now. 863-608-6797.

L.

1 Page Resume
Emailed To You As A
Microsoft Word
Docillnent.

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

212 in Pegasus Pointe. 3rd floor.

•

$49.95

All Work Perfonned By Professional Recruiter
We Specialize 1n Studen:t/Recent Graduate Resumes
Convenient - No 'Office Visit Needed
Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Master bedroom w/ private bathroom
Walk in closet. 2/2, top floor, Jurn apt.
Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 ut il. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com

·lliJ

$29.95

1995 Chrysler Cirrus LXI. Family car
since new. All options. Exe. cond. $2500.
407-375-6378.

~ FOR SALE:
.w:i. Homes

I Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
I '

1 bdrm w/ private bathroom
Pegasus Landing w/ UCF Shuttle
Avail. Call (407) 421-1824

• ..I

OVER $1 000 in FREE RENT!
111 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-8995 ore mail
laur1828@aol.com. Avail Now!
Sublease available now!
Village at Alafaya Club, 4/4, 1 room
available. $495/mo incl. all utilities. N/S
F needed. Gobbles0 55 @aol.com
Room avail. Female 3/2 Home priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + WI D
incl. $400/mo. Walking VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM********
Couch - $50, Sofa Chair - $30,
Vacuum • $30. MUST SELLI
Call Dalia at 561-512-9104
Pier 1, round glass w/4 chairs. $250 ; 4
New Bar stools. $125; Glass end table.
$70; Coffee table. $125; Mini-Bar fridge_
$45; 18" Mountable TVNCR. $100;
Ice cream maker. $35. Must Sell !
561-213-0049

Celtic Tapestries

Looking for a house to buy?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-61•27 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

[m!] SERVICES
Get a Better Job!
A Better Resume will make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student disc ounts
'
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.info
Top Grade Tuto(irig
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single. sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to youl
Visa/MC accepted - Lou @ 407-461-9222

NO DRAFT FOR 1IRAQ

Natural Health Seminar on the

Patriotic Bumper Sticker $3.50 Order
today at: bushliedthousandsdied.com
Register. Your vote_counts!
Register today!!

Vital Importance of Microcirculation
Learn how to Look and Feel Better,
with More Energy and Vitality!
Spee~ muscle recovery, reduce joint
aches, enhance immunity and help
lose weight. Dr. Mike Constantine ND
(Also part-time e-commerce income).
FREE Seminar and FREE Parking.
Date: Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004.
Time: 9:30 am - 11 :00 am.
Registration Begins at 9:00 am
Embassy Suites Hotel Tampa
555 N. Westshore Blvd. at 1-275
Information call: 813-661-3829~
. Refreshments will be served. •

--~

-

To the Gentlemen of Sigma Chi
Thank you for letting us use your
house for Recruitment. Good Luck
to you and to all the other UCF
Fraternities during Recruitment.
Love the Ladies of KKG

The Ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to congratulate all of
our new members! We are so excited
to have you in our chapter. Can't
wait to start the year with you!
To the Gentleman of Delta Upsilon
We hope that you have a great
Recruitment and we can't wait
for an awesome Homecoming
Love the Ladies of KKG
Searc hi ng for contestants for the
Collegi ate Miss of Florida Pageant.
Win sc holarships an d m orel To
enter, go to www.GalaQuest .co m

Get Paid to Play!

-Perfect ForWalls, Bed s, Tables, Curtains, Etc.
Many Designs, 1Sizes, Colors, Avail
www.mlthrasshield.com

TVs from $1 0!
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

EVENTS:
[r=T:i
CW Greek
- -Life
----

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,•
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 399-5910.

The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001, Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited Time Offer.
Offering tournaments and live games!

Maple-colored computer desk - $50
Executive black desk chair - $40
Floor-length Maple framed mirror • $20
Clear drawers - $10
Call Brad at 407-716-2225

UCF Butok ukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Clas ses are M 8-10PM & W 7-9PM in
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Open House, Wed 9/1 &
Wed 9/8@ 8PM

Dateless and Need a Date?
Seeking Sing le
Central Florida Wo men
For Dating I Modeling Opportunities
http://www.lmdat eless.com
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